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Cells in the dorsal division of the medial superior temporal
area (MSTd) have large receptive
fields and respond to expansion/contraction,
rotation, and translation
motions. These
same motions are generated
as we move through the environment,
leading investigators
to suggest that area MSTd
analyzes the optical flow. One influential
idea suggests that
navigation
is achieved by decomposing
the optical flow into
the separate and discrete channels
mentioned
above, that
is, expansion/contraction,
rotation, and translation.
We directly tested whether MSTd neurons perform such a decomposition by examining
whether there are cells that are preferentially tuned to intermediate
spiral motions, which combine
both expansion/contraction
and rotation components.
The
finding that many cells in MSTd are preferentially
selective
for spiral motions indicates
that this simple three-channel
decomposition
hypothesis
for MSTd does not appear to be
correct. Instead, there is a continuum
of patterns to which
MSTd cells are selective.
In addition, we find that MSTd cells maintain their selectivity when stimuli are moved to different locations
in their
large receptive fields. This position invariance indicates that
MSTd cells selective
for expansion
cannot give precise information
about the retinal location of the focus of expansion. Thus, individual
MSTd neurons cannot code, in a precise fashion, the direction
of heading by using the location
of the focus of expansion.
The only way this navigational
information could be accurately derived from MSTd is through
the use of a coarse, population
encoding.
Positional
invariance and selectivity for a wide array of stimuli suggest that
MSTd neurons encode patterns of motion per se, regardless
of whether these motions are generated
by moving objects
or by motion induced by observer locomotion.
[Key words: visual system, motion perception,
visoalpathways, extrastriate
cortex, area MST, parietal cortex]

The medial superior temporal areain the macaquevisual system
contains at least two major subdivisions: a ventral-lateral one
(MSTl), and a dorsal one (MSTd) (Desimoneand Ungerleider,
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1986; Saito et al., 1986; Ungerleider and Desimone, 1986a,b;
Komatsu and Wurtz, 1988a,b). Cells in the ventral portion are
directionally selective and respond to translating bars or dots,
much like cellsin MT or V 1 (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962;Maunsell
and Van Essen,1983a,b;Albright, 1984;Livingstone and Hubel,
1988). Cells in the dorsal portion have much larger receptive
fields and respond to large field stimuli. While some MSTd
neurons respond to simple translational motion, many others
respond to clockwise rotation, counterclockwise rotation, expansion, or contraction (Sakata et al., 1985, 1986; Saito et al.,
1986;Tanaka et al., 1986, 1989; Tanaka and Saito, 1989).Since
these motions are generatedby moving through the environment, it has been suggestedby several groups that area MSTd
may play a role in the analysisof optical flow (Saito et al., 1986;
Roy and Wurtz, 1990). In this article we first describea new
class of stimuli that we have developed, which enable us to
present a wide range of motion patterns that are identical in
every way except for their global structure. We then describe
how thesestimuli were usedto test whether MSTd neuronsare
selective only for expansion, rotation, and translation motions,
or if they are tuned to a continuous array of motion patterns.
Finally, we examine whether cells maintain their complex motion selectivity at different positions in their receptive fields.
Theseresults have important implications for the possiblerole
of MSTd in visual navigation by flow field analysis.
Early studiesof MST (Sakata et al., 1985, 1986; Saito et al.,
1986; Tanaka et al., 1986, 1989; Tanaka and Saito, 1989) used
hand-held stimuli and optically projected stimuli that contained
many variables other than the global pattern of motion. For
instance, the texture elements in the expansion/contraction
stimuli changedsize and density, and, when a zoom lens was
used,the luminance of the stimulus varied. The individual pixels had curved trajectories for the rotation stimuli and accelerations or decelerationsfor the expansionand contraction stimuli. Tanaka and Saito and colleagueswereawareofthese potential
unwanted variablesand performed control experimentsin which
they showedthat manipulation of the individual variables had
no substantialeffect on the selectivity of MSTd neurons. However, no method was available to standardize and equate the
different stimuli sothat they could be directly compared. In our
experiments we used computer-generated stimuli that eliminated all of theseunwanted artifacts. The stimuli were identical
in every way except for the global pattern of motion. Therefore,
asdescribedbelow, we wereableto study the propertiesof MSTd
cells by changing one variable without generating unwanted
changesin other variables.
Recently Duffy and Wurtz (199 1a) made the important finding that MSTd neurons respond not only to expansion/contraction, rotation, or translation, but often to two or all three
of these motions. Their discovery of double- and triple-com-
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ponent cells suggested to us that MSTd neurons may be tuned
to intermediate stimuli. For instance, a cell that responds to
clockwise rotation and to expansion may be even more responsive to an intermediate, clockwise-expanding
spiral motion. We
designed an experiment to test this hypothesis. We tested cells
with expansions, contractions, rotations, and also with spiraling
stimuli. All of these stimuli were identical except for their global
pattern of motion. We plotted the results in a coordinate system
that contained two orthogonal axes, one representing expansion/
contraction, and the other representing clockwise/counterclockwise rotation. The intermediate directions represented different
types of spiral stimuli. If MSTd neurons were selective only for
expansion/contraction
and rotation, then the best directions of
all the neurons should line up along the cardinal axes of this
space. If MSTd cells were selective for a range of motion patterns, then the best directions should be more widely distributed,
and include different spiral stimuli as well.
The idea of basis vectors is of course not uncommon in vision.
Although we see a wide range of colors, they are derived from
the relative activities of only three channels corresponding to
the three cone classes. In a similar vein, we would need only
vertically and horizontally tuned direction-selective neurons in
areas V 1 and MT, and diagonal motions could be encoded by
the relative activities of these two channels. Of course we know
that there is a continuous array of best directions in V 1 and
MT, and not two orthogonal motion channels. It is also plausible
that complex motion would be encoded in MSTd by three orthogonal motion channels, corresponding to expansion/contraction, rotation, and translation. Alternatively, like Vl and
MT, MSTd might encode motion with a continuous array of
best directions. Whether MSTd contains only a small number
of motion channels, or a continuous distribution of best directions, was the central question of our experiment.
The idea of basis vectors has a direct bearing on how optical
flow may be analyzed. Optical flow can be decomposed into
expansion/contraction
motions generated by movement of the
observer through the environment, translations produced by
rotations of the eyes, and rotations generated by head movements and eye torsions (Longuet-Higgins and Prazdny, 1980;
Koenderink and van Doorn, 198 1). When the observer moves,
the focus of expansion is also the direction of heading and can
be used for navigation (Gibson, 1950; Warren and Hannon,
1988). If the eyes move as well, for example, to track an object
on the ground, then a translation component is added to the
expansion and the new focus of the composite how is at the
point of fixation (Longuet-Higgins and Prazdny, 1980; Koenderink and van Doom, 198 1; Regan and Beverly, 1982; Warren
and Hannon, 1988). The true focus of expansion could be recovered by decomposing the flow field into its various components, and since humans can accurately determine the true
direction of heading under such conditions, it seems likely that
some form of decomposition is performed (Rieger and Lawton,
1985; Warren and Hannon, 1988; Heeger and Jepson, 1990).
A vector basis encoding in MSTd would conform quite naturally
to such a decomposition (Longuet-Higgins and Prazdny, 1980;
Koenderink and van Doorn, 1982; Orban et al., 1992). However, if MSTd does not decompose the optical flow field into
basis vectors, then it must not be contributing to navigation by
this particular method.
In another experiment, we examined position invariance, that
is, a cell’s consistent selectivity to a stimulus regardless of where
the stimulus falls in the cell’s receptive field. This test also has
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important implications for visual navigation. If MSTd cells are
position invariant, then individual cells will not give precise
information about the focus of expansion, and therefore will
not provide unambiguous information about the direction of
heading. Such a finding would argue that only populations of
broadly tuned MSTd cells could provide this information; that
is, a coarse coding mechanism would be required if MSTd is
involved in optical flow analysis. In the most general formulation, MSTd may analyze complex motion per se, regardless
of whether it is generated by the motion of individual objects
in the environment or by the motion of the observer through
the environment.
Some of these results have already been published in abstract
form (Andersen et al., 1990; Graziano et al., 1990).
Materials
and Methods
Animal preparation
Responses from MST cells were studied from two hemispheres of two
awake rhesus monkeys performing a fixation task. A scleral search coil
and an acrylic skull cap were implanted under general anesthesia and
sterile surgical conditions 1 week before training began. During training
the monkey was water deprived and rewarded for correct responses with
apple juice. Once training was complete, a second surgery was performed
in which a recording chamber was added to the skull cap. Electrode
penetrations were made through the oil-filled recording chamber. The
chamber for the first monkey was positioned vertically for a dorsal
approach to MST. The chamber for the second monkey was positioned
over striate cortex for a diagonal posterior approach. Recording sessions
lasted 4-8 hr, 5 d a week, and typically three to five cells were studied
in detail per day. The animals were given ample rest periods during
each recording session.

Fixation task and data collection
Each trial was initiated by the illumination of a light-emitting diode
(LED) placed centrally in the monkey’s field of view, 57 cm away. The
monkey was required to pull a lever and fixate the LED within a time
window of 150-600 msec after its onset. After 2-3 set the LED was
dimmed, and the monkey was required to release the lever within a
time window of 150-600 msec after the dimming, to receive an apple
juice reward. If during the trial the animal’s eye moved at a speed above
1S”/sec, as in a saccade away from the fixation point, then the trial was
terminated without reward. Eye position was monitored every 35 msec
and the standard deviation of eye position on successful trials was less
than 9 min of arc for both animals. During the period of fixation, a
visual stimulus was displayed on a large, 25 cm x 30 cm cathode ray
tube (phosphor 3 1) placed 57 cm in front ofthe monkey. Data collection,
events for the fixation task, and stimulus presentation were controlled
by a computer.

Stimuli
Cells were tested with five standard sets of stimuli. Within each set the
stimuli were presented in a pseudorandom interleaved fashion, one
stimulus per trial, and the cell’s baseline activity was measured by
interleaved trials in which no stimulus was presented. Each stimulus
had a duration of 2 sec.
Basic selectivity. The first set tested basic stimulus selectivity by using
eight interleaved stimuli: expansion, contraction, clockwise rotation,
counterclockwise rotation, and the four cardinal directions oftranslation
(up, down, right, and left). Each stimulus was generated off line and
stored as a sequence of still frames. A single movie was used for each
type of stimulus, and as a result the position of the dots was the same
across trials within a given stimulus class. Control experiments showed
that the tuning of MST neurons is not sensitive to the exact pattern of
the dots, and is even invariant for the features (e.g., dots, objects, illusory
contours) used to compare the motion patterns (Geesaman and Andersen, 1992). During testing, the movies were presented at a frame rate
of 35 Hz. The stimuli were composed of 126 dots displayed within a
circular window 20” in diameter. Each dot moved for a 500 msec lifetime, and then was assigned a new random location within the circle,
and given a trajectory and speed appropriate to its new location. The
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the five locations, forming an interleaved set of 10 stimuli. Expansion/
contraction cells were tested with expansion and contraction at each of
the five locations, again forming an interleaved set of 10 stimuli.
Spiral position invariance. The fourth stimulus set was used to generate spiral tuning curves at two positions in the receptive field: an upper
and a lower position. The expansion, contraction, rotation, and spiral
stimuli used in this test were the same as those described above for
spiral motion, except that the size was 16.5” across. The two overlapping
positions therefore covered 25” of visual angle.
Size. In the fifth stimulus set, 10” and 20” diameter stimuli were
presented in an interleaved fashion to test the dependence of responses
on stimulus size.

Histology

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of random dot stimuli. Each arrow represents the trajectory of a single dot. Arrow length indicates the speed.
As shown by the thick arrow, the speed was the same for rotation (A),
contraction (B), and spiral (C); only the direction of motion varied.
dots were relocated asynchronously, to avoid a coherent flickering of
the stimulus. Ifa moving dot traveled outside the window ofthe display,
it was immediately relocated to a new, random location within the
window. This constant reshuffling virtually eliminates pattern artifacts
because the pattern of the dots was constantly, randomly changing. The
reshuffling also eliminates density artifacts, since each local region in
the display has approximately the same number of points at any time.
As a result the mean luminances are also flat across the display. During
each lifetime, a dot moved in a straight line with constant speed, thereby
eliminating curvature artifacts for rotation, and acceleration artifacts
for expansion and contraction. Finally, the expansions, contractions,
and rotations had identical speed distributions. The speed of a dot
located at distance r from the center of the stimulus was given by the
formula S = 0.3 x r. This value corresponds to a rotational speed of
0.3 radians/set in the case of rotation. Figure 1, A and B, shows how a
dot near the top edge moves to the right in clockwise rotation, and
downward in contraction. The speed of the dot is the same in both
stimuli; only the direction has changed. The translational motion stimuli
moved at 4.4” of visual angle per second, equal to the average dot speed
in the expanding, contracting, and rotating stimuli. Because these eight
stimuli were equated for density, size, and speed, and the trajectories
of the dots contained no acceleration or curvature, the response of a
cell could be attributed to only one variable: the global motion of the
stimulus.
Spiral motion. The second stimulus set contained eight stimuli: expansion, contraction, clockwise rotation, counterclockwise rotation, and
the four intermediate directions of spiral motion (expanding clockwise
spiral, expanding counterclockwise spiral, contracting clockwise spiral,
and contracting counterclockwise spiral). These stimuli were used to
generate tuning curves in a “spiral space” in which expansion, contraction, clockwise rotation, and counterclockwise rotation are the four
cardinal directions (see Fig. 7A). The stimuli were matched for size (20”
diameter), pattern, and density, and had no curvature or acceleration.
They were also matched for speed. Figure 1 shows how a dot near the
top edge had the same speed in clockwise rotation, contraction, and the
contracting clockwise spiral; only the direction of the vector was changed,
thereby changing the pitch of the spiral motion. Thus, a stimulus-selective response of a cell could be attributed to only one variable, the
pitch of the spiral motion.
Position invariance. The third stimulus set used 10” diameter stimuli
at five different retinal positions (see Fig. 10A). These positions lay in
an overlapping cloverleaf arrangement, covering 20” of visual angle. In
the regions of overlap, the direction of motion reversed depending on
stimulus position. Therefore, if a cell responded in the same way to all
five positions, the response couid not be explained by local patches of
directional selectivity. The cell must be selective for the global pattern
of motion.
Rotation cells were tested with both directions of rotation at each of

In the last week of recording from monkey 1, lesions were made by
passing a small direct current through the recording electrode. The animal was killed with sodium pentobarbital and perfused transcardially
with heparinized saline and then formalin. Guide wires were lowered
into the brain at selected chamber coordinates and used as landmarks
for blocking the posterior parietal cortex. Coronal sections were made
at 30 pm thickness and stained alternately with thionin for cytoarchitecture and with the Gallyas method (Gallyas, 1979) for myeloarchitecture.
Damage from electrode penetrations and lesions corresponded well
with the location of MST as described by previous researchers (Desimone and Ungerleider, 1986; Komatsu and Wurtz, 1988a). Successful
penetrations that had yielded expansion, contraction, and rotation responses were clustered in the upper bank ofthe superior temporal sulcus,
dorsal to area MT. Area MT was identified by its characteristic dense
myelin staining. The recording sites in MST were concentrated in another densely myelinated zone that is coextensive with much of MSTd
(Desimone and Ungerleider, 1986).

Results
One hundred sixty-nine cells were studied in two hemispheres
of two rhesus monkeys. Neurons were studied using the five
different

tests outlined

in Materials

and Methods.

Basic selectivity
Ninety-five MST cells were tested for their basic stimulus selectivity. They were tested with expansion, contraction, two
directions of rotation, and four directions of translational motion, equated for pattern, size, speed, and density, and without
curvature or acceleration. Therefore, any selective responsecan
be attributed to the global pattern of motion of the stimulus,
not to an incidental

artifact.

Seventy-five cells (79%) respondedsignificantly above baseline to at least one stimulus (t test, p < 0.05). Figure 2 shows
rasters and histograms for a cell that preferred expansion. This
cell is typical in its strong and sustained response to the stimulus.

There is little responseto the other stimuli. Figure 3 showsa
cell that preferred counterclockwise rotation. Again, there is
little

response

to the other

stimuli.

However,

other

cells re-

spondedto two or even three types of motion. Figure 4 shows
a cell that responded both to expansion and to counterclockwise
rotation, and Figure 5 showsa cell that respondedto contraction,
clockwise rotation, downward motion, and leftward motion.
Figure 6A shows the distribution
of responses. The triangular
spacedepicted in this graph showsthe relative contributions of
each of the three types of motion. For example, a cell plotted
near the expansion/contraction
vertex responded best to expansion or contraction,
a cell plotted near the clockwise/coun-

terclockwise vertex responded best to rotation, a cell plotted
near the up/down/right/left vertex respondedbest to one of the
translational

motion

stimuli,

and a cell plotted

near the center

respondedequally well to all three types of stimuli (seecaption
for details). This graph gives no information about absolute
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strength. Instead, it is intended to show the relative
responsestrengthto each of the three motion categories.All the
cells included in this graph respondedsignificantly above baseline to at least one stimulus (t test, p < 0.05). There is clearly
a broad rangeof responsetypes. Every combination of stimulus
selectivity is represented,and there is no clustering into expansion cells, rotation cells, or translation cells. Many cells fell near
the center of the graph, indicating that they responded to all
three types of stimuli.
This distribution of responsesmay be biased becauseonly
two directions are tested for rotation (clockwise, counterclockwise)and for expansion/contraction, whereasfour directions are
testedfor translation. As waspointed out in Materials and Meth-
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Figure 2. Rasters and histograms for
an expansion-selective cell. The icons
represent the type of stimulus shown.
The open circle represents baseline trials in which no stimulus was presented.

ods, rotation and expansion/contraction can be consideredfour
directions in a continuous motion spacejust asup, down, right,
and left can be consideredfour directions in a continuous translation space.Figure 6B illustrateshow the distribution canchange
by plotting a more fair comparison between expansion/contraction, clockwise/counterclockwise, and up/down. The basic
result, that there is a broad scatteringof responsetypes with no
obvious clumping, remains. There is also a slight shift in the
distribution toward the bottom edgeof the graph.
Spiral tuning
As describedabove, most MSTd cellsrespondedto two or even
all three types of motion (expansion/contraction, rotation, and

.
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.
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Figure 3. Rasters and histograms for
a rotation-selective cell.
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Figure
4. A double-component cell,
responding to expansion and to rotation.

translation). For example, many cells responded to expansion
as well as to rotation. We hypothesized that these cells would
respond best to an intermediate stimulus, which combined expansion with rotation. To test this hypothesis, we used spiraling
stimuli that mixed expanding and rotating motion in various
proportions. While the speed was held equal for all stimuli, the
pitch of the spiral motion was systematically varied.
Sixty-seven cells were tested with expansion, contraction, both
rotations, and four intermediate directions of spiral motion.
Sixty-six cells responded significantly to at least one stimulus (t
test, p < 0.05). Figure 7A shows the result for one cell. In this
polar plot, the angle represents the pitch of spiral motion, and
the radius represents the response of the cell. Thus, eight direc-

tions were sampled in this continuous “spiral space.” The spontaneous activity for this neuron was near zero. The cell responded to contraction, and also to clockwise rotation, but its preferred
stimulus clearly lay between. The cell was tuned to the contracting clockwise stimulus. The response to this preferred spiral
stimulus was significantly greater than the response to contraction or to clockwise rotation (t test, p < 0.05).
Figure 7B shows the same tuning curve, plotted in Cartesian
coordinates and fitted with a Gaussian function. The fit is extremely good, with an Y value of 0.99. The location of the peak
of the Gaussian gives an estimate of the cell’s preferred direction
in spiral space. In this case, the preferred direction was near the
contracting clockwise spiral, at an angular location of -47”. The
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Figure 6. Relative response strength to different types of motion. Each point represents a responsive ce!l. A, A cell plotted close to one vertex
responded best to the corresponding type of motion. Cells plotted near the center responded equally well to all three types of motion. The response
to each type of motion was calculated in spikes/set - spontaneous. For a point P, the distances PX, PY, and PZ were given by PX = ll[K*(response
to max(expansion,contraction))
+ 11, PY = l/[K*(response
to max(clockwise,counterclockwise))
+ 11, and PZ = l/[K*(response
to
max(up,down,right,left))
+ 11, where K is a scaling factor found by numerically solving the three equations for each cell, and max refers to the
stimulus of each motion type that elicited the maximum response. Cells that gave inhibitory responses could not be included in this analysis, and
therefore only 69 of 75 responsive cells could be plotted. B, Similar to A, but comparing expansion/contraction,
clockwise/counterclockwise,
and
up/down.
standard deviation of the Gaussian, c, gives an estimate of the
width of the cell’s tuning curve, and in this case was 45”.
One important
question is how much variability
there is in
the cell’s preferred direction.
That is, if the cell were tested
several times, how would the preferred direction change from
one test to the next? To answer this question we used the following procedure.
We plotted multiple tuning curves for the
cell, each based on data from a single trial per stimulus. Since
the cell was tested with 10 trials per stimulus, we were able to
plot 10 separate tuning curves. Each of these tuning curves was
fitted with a Gaussian function, and the location of the peak of
the Gaussian was used to estimate the preferred direction. Thus,
these calculations
gave 10 estimates of the cell’s preferred direction. The mean preferred direction was -47”, shown in Figure 7A as a ray projecting through the tuning curve. The SE was
2.5”. Clearly, this cell was tuned within a very narrow confidence

A

window. That is, the cell responded with such remarkable consistency that repeated trials yielded essentially the same tuning
curve.
Figure 8 shows four more examples of tuning curves obtained
with the spiral stimuli. Again, each cell is tuned to one preferred
stimulus within a narrow confidence window. The cell shown
in Figure 8A was tuned to the expanding stimulus. Its preferred
direction was 89”, with an SE of 3.5”. The width of its tuning
curve, U, was 33”, and the Y value for the Gaussian fit was 0.99.
The cell in Figure 8B was tuned to the counterclockwise
rotation
(preferred direction = 175”, SE = 6.8”, (T = 39”, r = 0.99). The
cell in Figure 8C was tuned to the expanding counterclockwise
spiral (preferred direction = 133”, SE = 11 .o”, g = 57”, Y = 0.97).
The cell in Figure 8D was tuned to the expanding clockwise
spiral (preferred direction = 59”, SE = 3.5”, c = 38”, Y = 0.99).
The cell shown in Figure 8D is one example of the high degree

B
1..

Figure 7. A cell tuned to clockwise contracting spiral. A, In this polar plot, the angle represents the type of stimulus and the radius represents the
response magnitude. The line directed at -47” indicates the cell’s best direction as determined by a Gaussian curve fit. The error bar shows an SE
of 2.5” for determining the best direction. The response is also shown in histograms at the perimeter, summed over 10 trials. CW, clockwise; CCW,
counterclockwise. B, The tuning curve from A plotted in Cartesian coordinates and fitted with a Gaussian function. The icons on the x-axis indicate
the type of stimulus. The error bars show SE across 10 trials.
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EXPANSION

EXPANSION

ROTATION

-ROTATION

9. Preferred spiral directions for 57 cells. Each arrow represents
a cell. For each cell, the preferred direction was found by fitting the
tuning curve with a Gaussian function.

Figure

8. A-D, Four examples of tuning curves generated with spiral
stimuli (see also Fig. 7). The inner circle shows the spontaneous activity.
The ray passing through the tuning curve indicates the preferred direction as calculated with a Gaussian curve fit, and the error bar indicates
the SE in preferred direction. A, Expansion-tuned cell. B, Rotationtuned cell. C and D, Spiral-tuned cells. E, Histograms for the cell shown
in D, demonstrating a large response to the preferred spiral motion and
little response to translational motion.

Figure

of selectivity among MSTd cells. In addition to spiral motion,
this neuron was tested with translational motion, and the histograms in Figure 8E show that it respondedwell to spiral and
very little to translation. Indeed, the responseto the preferred
spiral motion was significantly greater than the responseto any
other stimulus presented(t test, p < 0.05). In total, 33 of the
cellstestedwith spiral motion were alsotestedwith translational
motion. Of these, 24 (73%) respondedbetter to one of the directions in spiral spacethan to translational motion, while 9
(27%) respondedbetter to translation than to any of the directions in spiral space.It is not surprisingthat someof the cells
tuned to expansion, contraction, rotation, or spiral should also
respond to translation. The scatter plot in Figure 6A demonstratesthat most cells respond at least to someextent to translational motion. Perhapsthese cells would respond best to an
even more complex stimulus combining spiral motion with
translation.
While the examplesof tuning curves shown in Figures 7 and
8 are compelling, we also analyzed the behavior of the entire
sample of cells. For each cell, a tuning curve was plotted and
then fitted with a Gaussianfunction. Fifty-seven cells(86%) had
smooth tuning curves and good Gaussianfits, with r > 0.9. Nine
cells (14%) had more jagged tuning curves, with r < 0.9. Two
of theseirregular cells had bidirectional rotation responses,and

exhibited double-lobed tuning curves. For the 57 single-peak
cells, the tuning curves were similar to the examples shown
above. For this population ofcells, the averager for the Gaussian
fit was0.97; the averagem,or the width of the tuning curve, was
6 1”;and the averageSE,or the confidencelimits for the preferred
direction, was 5.9”.
For each of the 57 cells, we calculated the direction of best
responseusing the Gaussianfit. Figure 9 shows the result. In
this graph, each arrow representsthe preferred direction for a
single neuron. There is a wide range of best directions, and a
strong bias for the expanding stimulus. This bias had been previously reported (Tanaka and Saito, 1989). We categorized the
cells astuned to expansion, contraction, rotation, or spiral, depending on which of these stimuli lay closestto the cell’s preferred direction. There were 24 expansion-tunedcells, 20 spiraltuned cells (16 expanding spiral and 4 contracting spiral), 9
rotation-tuned cells, and 4 contraction-tuned cells.
If MSTd decomposedoptical flow into an expansion/contraction channel and a separaterotation channel, then most of
the cells shouldbe tuned to expansion, contraction, or rotation,
and few if any should be tuned to spiral motion. Instead, a large
proportion of the cells were tuned to spiral motion, and indeed
we encountered more spiral-tuned cells than rotation- or contraction-tuned cells.The most striking pattern to the resultswas
that the expansion stimulus was the most heavily represented,
and stimuli progressively farther from expansion were progressively lessrepresented.On this evidence, it appearsthat MSTd
does not usean axis-basedmethod to analyze motion, and insteadsamplesa continuous array of stimuli with a strong bias
for the expanding stimulus.
However, one possibility is that the spiral-tuned cells are
somehowlessselective, or lessconsistent, and that cells tuned
to expansion, contraction, or rotation (termed “cardinal direction-tuned” cells)are more selectiveand contribute more to the
information processingin MSTd. To test this possibility, we
comparedthe spiral-tuned cellsto the cardinal direction-tuned
cellson the three measuresdescribedabove: u, SE,and r. Spiraltuned cells (N = 20) had an averagec of 60 + 34”, an average
r of 0.96 f 0.03, and an average SE of 6.6 + 3.8”. Cardinal
direction-tuned cells (N = 37) had an average g of 62 ? 25”,
an average r of 0.97 f 0.02, and an average SE of 5.6 +- 4.29”.
There was no significant difference between spiral-tuned cells
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10. Position invariance test. A.
On each trial, the stimulus appeared at
one of five locations within the receptive field (left). As shown in the magnified view (right),
in the regions of
overlap the direction of motion depended on position. A similar test was
used for expanding and contracting
stimuli. B, Response of a clockwise rotation-tuned cell to clockwise and counterclockwise rotation at the five retinal
locations. C, Response ofan expansiontuned cell to expansion and contraction
at the five retinal locations.
Figure

L

and cardinal direction-tuned cells on any of these measures(t
test, p > 0.05). That is, MSTd neurons do not appear to treat
expansion, contraction, and rotation any differently than they
treat spiral motion. The only stimulus that appearsto be favored
is the expanding stimulus, since more cells were tuned to expansion than to any other stimulus. Rather than decomposing
the optical flow into an expansion/contraction component and
a rotation component, MSTd appearsto samplea continuous
rangeof stimuli, with a strong bias for expansion.
Position invariance
Responsesto expansion, contraction, and rotation were tested
with lo” diameter stimuli at five positions in the receptive field.
These positions lay in an overlapping cloverleaf arrangement.
As shown in Figure 10A for the caseof rotation, the local direction of motion can reverse depending on stimulus location.
Therefore, if a cell respondedin the sameway to all five positions, the response could not be explained

by local directional

selectivity. Cellsthat passthis test of position invariance must
be selective for the global pattern of motion.
Figure 10B showsthe result for a cell that preferred clockwise
rotation. The cell is position invariant; it respondedto clockwise
and not to counterclockwise rotation, at all five stimulus positions. Figure 1OCshowsthe result for a cell that preferred expansion. Again, the responseis position invariant. Many cells
showeda sloping responseprofile, indicating that the response
was stronger at some locations than at others, but in no case
did a cell reverse its selectivity when the stimulus had moved
to a different position. The sloping responseprofile may be due
to stimulus positions that were not always optimally centered
in the receptive field.

To graph the entire sample of cells, we devised a position
invariance index (PI). For each cell, first the directional selectivity (DS) was calculated at each of the five positions using a
standardformula [DS = 1 - (responseto antipreferred stimulus/
responseto preferred stimulus)]. For example, for an expansion
cell, the preferred stimulus wasexpansionand the antipreferred
stimulus wascontraction. For a clockwiserotation cell, the preferred stimulus was clockwise rotation, and the antipreferred
stimulus was counterclockwise rotation. In this particular test
we did not use spiral stimuli. The DS at each surrounding position wasthen divided by the DS at the central position (PI =
DSSUn,,Und/DSCen,CT),
yielding four numbers per cell. A perfectly
position-invariant cell, respondingwith equal selectivity to all
five locations, would have four PI indices all equal to 1; a cell
that responded

more to some locations

than to others would

have PI valuesthat varied around 1; and a cell that reversedits
selectivity, responding better to one stimulus in one position
and to another stimulus in another position, would have negative PI values.

Figure 11 showsthe results for all 52 cells. All of thesecells
were directionally selective;that is, the responseto one stimulus
wassignificantly greater than the responseto the oppositestimulus (t test, p < 0.05). There is a sharp peak centered at PI =
1, indicating that most responseswere completely position invariant.

None of the indices fell below 0, indicating

that no cells

reversed their selectivity. The sharpnessof the peak is remarkable consideringthat the PI is calculated with two divisions in
sequence,and is therefore particularly sensitive to noise.
Duffy and Wurtz (1991b) have reported that certain of their
cell types were more position invariant than others. In particular, single-component cells, which responded to only one of
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Resultsfor detailedexplanationof PI). PI = 1indicatesperfectposition
invariance.Negativevaluesindicatethat the cell reversedits stimulus
preferencedependingon the locationof the stimulus.The population
is sharplypeakedaround1, andnoneof the responses
werenegative.
the three classesof motion (translation, rotation, and expansion/
contraction), were more position invariant, and multicqmponent cells,which respondedto two or all three classesof motion,
were lessposition invariant. We tested our own data for the
sametrend. We divided cellsinto two groups,single-component
and multicomponent, usingthe following criteria: ifthe response
to one of the three types of motion was more than twice the
responseto the other types, the cell was classedassinglecomponent; the remainder were classedas multicomponent. This
analysis was necessarilylimited to 33 cells, which were tested
both for their basicstimulus selectivity and for position invariance. Figure 12 showsthe result. Single-componentcells (Fig.
12A) were clearly more position invariant, since their graph is
more sharply peakedaround PI = 1. Multicomponent cells(Fig.
12B) were lessposition invariant, sincetheir graph showsmore
spreadaround 1, although they still show a considerabledegree
ofposition invariance. This result corroboratesDuffy and Wurtz
(1991b). However, as described in the next section, the result
probably does not reflect a genuine difference between singleand multicomponent cells; rather, it may be due to a certain
kind of samplingerror.
Spiral position invariance
In our test of position invariance describedabove, aswell asin
tests by other investigators (Duffy and Wurtz, 1991b), the cells
were tested only with rotation, expansion, contraction, and
translation. Spiral stimuli were not used.Under thesetest conditions, cells that are tuned to spiral motion would appear to
be “multicomponent,” for example, responsiveboth to rotation
and to contraction (suchasthe neuron shown in Fig. 7A). These
spiral-tuned cellswould have beentestedfor position invariance
with suboptimal stimuli, that is, the rotations, expansions,and
contractions for which they are not ideally tuned. Perhapstheir
lesserdegreeof position invariance is simply a result of being
tested with nonpreferred stimuli. Indeed, in our formulation,
there is no fundamental difference between“multicomponent”
and “single-component” cells. We suggestthat most cellsprefer
a single stimulus, but if the preferred stimulus is not included
in the experiment, then severalnonpreferred stimuli may appear
to drive the cell equally well, giving the impressionof a multicomponent response.Basedon theseideas, we predicted that
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Figure 12. Positioninvariancefor single-component
and multicomponentcells.Single-component
cells(4) are more positioninvariant
thanmulticomponent
cells(B), sincethehistogramin A is moresharply
peakedaroundPI = 1.
spiral-tuned cellswould be just as position invariant asexpansion- or rotation-tuned cells, if properly tested with their preferred, spiraling stimulus.
We tested 35 cells by plotting complete spiral tuning curves
at two locations in the receptive field. These overlapping locations spanned25” of visual angle.Twenty-four cellsresponded
significantly above baselineto both stimulus locations. Figure
13 showsthe result for one cell. The cell clearly prefersa spiral
stimulus, and prefers the samestimulus at both locations, In
addition, the shape of the tuning curve is the same at both
locations. The preferred direction for the upper position, determined with a Gaussiancurve fit, is 115”, correspondingto
an expanding counterclockwise spiral. The preferred direction
for the lower position is 116”. This robust position invariance
indicates that the cell is indeed selective for spiral motion.
Figure 14A showsanother example of a cell tuned to spiral
motion. Again, the cell prefers the same stimulus at both locations. However, the responseto expansion, which is on the
flank of the tuning curve, varies from one location to the other.
The result from this particular cell supports our hypothesis.
Tested only with expansionand rotation, this cell would appear
to be multicomponent, and somewhat position dependent.
However, by testingthe cell with its preferred spiralingstimulus,
we have demonstrateda much higher degreeof position invariance.
Figure 14B showsa cell tuned to expansion. Once again, the
cell prefers the samestimulus at both retinal locations. In this
case,however, even an expansion-tuned cell appearsvariable
when tested with a stimulus on the flank of the tuning curve.
The expanding clockwise spiral gives a good responsein the
lower position, but very little responsein the upper position.
Theseresultsdemonstratehow spiral-tuned cellsand expansiontuned cells are not different. Both types are position invariant
when tested with their preferred stimulus, and somewhat position dependent when tested with a nonpreferred stimulus.
For eachcell, the upper and lower position tuning curves were
fitted w-ith Gaussianfunctions. Two of the 24 cells with significant responseshad irregular tuning curves with poor Gaussian
curve fits (r < 0.9), and were eliminated from the analysis.For
the remaining 22 cells, the preferred direction was calculated
from the Gaussiancurve fit, and the cells were categorized as
tuned to expansion, contraction, rotation, or spiral, depending
on which of these stimulus directions was closestto the cell’s
preferred direction. Eight cells were tuned to spiral motion, and
14 were tuned to expansion, contraction, or rotation (“cardinal
direction-tuned” cells).
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Positioninvariancefor a spiral-selective
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variant) when tested with their preferred stimulus than when
tested with nonpreferred stimuli. There was no significant difference betweenspiral-tuned cells and cardinal direction-tuned
cells (F = 1.33, p > 0.05) and there was also no significant
interaction betweenthe two variables (F = 1.25, p > 0.05).
These results support the view that spiral-tuned cellsare not
fundamentally different from cardinal direction-tuned cells.That
is, when testedwith their preferred stimulus, both types of cells
are equally position invariant. Also, both types ofcells are equally position dependentwhen tested with stimuli that are offset
from the preferred direction, such as an expansion stimulus in
the caseof a spiral-tuned cell, or a spiral stimulus in the case
of an expansion-tuned cell.

A simple measureof position dependenceis the shift in preferred direction from one stimulus location to the other. A random distribution would give an averageshift of 90”. Our sample
of 22 cellsgave an averageshift of 10.7”. This result addsto the
previous result (seePosition invariance, above), that MSTd responses
remain impressivelysimilar when the stimulusis moved
to a different location. The average shift for spiral-tuned cells
Size
(11.2 -t 8.8”) and the averageshift for cardinal direction-tuned
cells (10.5 + 6.5”) were not significantly different (t test, p >
We tested 20 cells for the effect of stimulus size on response.
0.05), showingthat the two groupsofcells were equally position
Each cell was tested with its preferred stimulus at two different
invariant.
sizes: lo” and 20”. Cells typically respondedto both stimuli but
For further analysiswe devised a secondmeasureof position
lessto the smaller stimulus. As shown in Figure 15, on average
dependence:the changein response,or AR. First the directional
the responseto the 10” stimulus was 76% as strong as the reselectivity (DS) was calculated for each pair of stimuli (e.g.,
sponseto the 20” stimulus.
expansion vs contraction) using a standard formula [DS = 1 Discussion
(responseto antipreferred stimulus/responseto preferred stimulus)]. We calculated the DS for both the upper and lower stimDecompositionhypothesis
ulus positions, and then subtracted the two measuresto arrive
All complex motion patterns can be decomposedinto expanat AR (AR = IDS,,,,, - DS,,,,,I). A AR of 0 indicates that the
sion, rotation, and translation. Therefore, a potentially powerful
cell respondedwith the same selectivity to both stimulus loway for MSTd to encodeoptical flow would be to useseparate
cations, and was therefore position invariant. Larger values of
AR indicate larger discrepanciesbetweenthe two responses,and
Table 1. Position
dependence
of spiral-tuned
and expansion-,
therefore greater amounts of position dependence.
contraction-,
and rotation-tuned
neurons
For each cell, AR was calculated for the cell’s preferred direction (AR preferred),
the direction 45” off from preferred (AR,,),
Factor B (AR)
and the direction -45” off from preferred (AR-,,). For example,
Factor
A
(cell
type)
ARorercrred
AR,
AR-,,
for a cell that preferred an expanding clockwise spiral, ARprcferred
Spiral-tunedcells
was taken along the expanding clockwise direction, AR,, was
(N=S)
0.06
0.25
0.27
taken along the expanding direction, and AR_,, wastaken along
the clockwise rotating direction. We predicted that ARprererrcd Exp., Con.,andRot. tunedceils
would be smaller than AR,, and AR..,,, indicating greater po(N = 14)
0.09
0.12
0.21
Total mean
sition invariance to the preferred stimulus, and less position
invariance to the two flanking stimuli. Table 1showsthe results,
(N = 22)
0.08
0.17
0.23
in agreementwith prediction. The mean of ARprcrcrred
was 0.08,
Data are mean AR for preferred and nonpreferred
stimuli. Cells were tested with
the mean of AR,, was 0.17, and the mean of AR-,, was 0.23.
spiral stimuli at two overlapping
retinal locations (see Fig. 13). A measure
of
position dependence was calculated for the preferred spiral direction @RR,,,,,,,),
This effect wasstatistically significant (2 x 3 ANOVA for mixed
the direction 45” off from preferred (A&,), and the direction -45” off from predesign, unequal N, F = 3.50, p < 0.05). That is, cells were
ferred (AK,,).
Spiral-tuned cells were compared to cardinal direction-tuned
cells
significantly less position dependent (i.e., more position inon these three measures of position dependence.
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neuronal channelsfor these three motion components. In this
model, only the cells that respond purely to one type of motion
contribute to the final stagesof analysis. Cells that respond to
more than one type of motion might lie lower down in the
information processinghierarchy, or might be used for some
other type of motion task. Pastresultsdemonstratingthat singlecomponent cellsare more position invariant and generally more
reliable (Duffy and Wurtz, 1991a,b) are consistent with this
conception of MSTd.
We addressedthis decomposition issueby concentrating on
responsesto expansionand rotation. Expansionsand rotations
spana two-dimensional stimulus space,which we have plotted
with expansion on the vertical axis and rotation on the horizontal axis. Directions betweenthe cardinal axesrepresentspiral
motion pitched to various degrees.We tested cells with eight
different directions in this spiral space,to determine if MSTd
decomposesoptical how into an expansion channel and a rotation channel or if somecells prefer intermediate stimuli. The
results showeda range of preferred stimuli. Most cells showed
smooth and clearly oriented tuning curves, which were well
approximated by Gaussian functions. In particular, doublecomponentcells,respondingto expansionand to rotation, turned
out to have a singlepreferred stimulus, a spiraling stimulusthat
lay betweenexpansion and rotation. This responseto the spiral
stimuluswasoften much greaterthan the responseto expansion,
rotation, or translational motion. Thus, there do not appear to
be separatechannelsfor expansion and rotation in MSTd.
However, several alternative explanations must be considered. First, can speedtuning confound the preferred direction
of the cell? For example, a cell might prefer a stimulus that
expandsat a particular rate. If our standard expansionstimulus
happensto be faster than the cell’s preferred stimulus, then the
cell would not respondat its maximum rate. The spiral stimulus,
however, contains an expansion component that is about 70%
as large as in the pure expansion stimulus. Therefore, the cell
could respondbetter to the spiral stimulus, not becauseit was
tuned to spiral motion, but becauseit was tuned to expansion
of a particular speed.However, this explanation cannot account
for any of our results, for in this casethe cell would respond
equally well to an expanding clockwise spiral and to an expandingcounterclockwisespiral. We would obtain a tuning curve
with two peaksoffset by 90”, yet we never encountereda single
cell with this kind of tuning curve. Indeed, the spiral-tuned cells
that we studied respondedbest to only one spiral stimulus.

Another question is whether the spacefor spiral tuning is
truly continuous, or if there are only eight channelsincluding
four for spiral stimuli. It appearsthat the spaceis continuous,
sincewe found many cellswith tuning curves for which the peak
of the Gaussian curve fit lay between the sample points (as
shown in Fig. 9). Recently, we have tested cells with 16 directions, and found tuning curves with peaks between the eight
directions tested in the present study (B. Geesamanand R. A.
Andersen, unpublishedobservations).This finding lendsfurther
support to the proposal that MSTd cells continuously sample
the spiral space.
It is clear why cells tuned to spirals might have developed.
Every time a rotating object approachesthe observer, the combination of rotation and expansion will produce a spiral. Also,
every time the observermovesforward and simultaneouslytracks
a point to the side, the optical flow field will appear to spiral
around that fixation point. Indeed, pure rotation and pure expansion are limiting cases,and must occur with far lessfrequency than spiral motion. However, it seemsthat expansion
is treated in a special fashion in MSTd, since the distribution
of spiral responsesis strongly biasedtoward the expandingstimulus. This bias may reflect the special importance of objects
approaching the observer, or the typical forward motion of the
observer through the environment.
We suggestthat most MSTd cells are tuned to a single preferred stimulus. This idea is an important simplification. The
multicomponent responsesdescribedin previous studies(Duffy
and Wurtz, 199la) may be indicative of a continuous tuning
over many different stimulus patterns. A cell that appearsto be
multicomponent may be tuned to an intermediate stimulusthat
was not included in the experiment. The recent experimentsof
Duffy and Wurtz (199 1c) also support this idea, sincethey find
that double-component,translation and expansioncellswill give
even stronger responsesto a combination of the two stimuli.
Taken together, these data suggestthat most MSTd cells are
really singlecomponent, in that they respond best to one preferred stimulus.
Position invariance
We found that responsesto expansion, contraction, rotation,
and spiral were mostly unaffected by moving the stimulus to
different locations within the receptive field. Although the
strength of the responsevaried somewhat with position, the
preferred direction in spiral spacenever changed.
Position invariance is remarkable if one considersthe complexity of the mechanismsneededto achieve it. The simplest
model is a hierarchy, where various position-dependent cells
converge on a higher-order cell to create position invariance.
However, this model seemsunlikely becausewe found no position-dependent cells. Instead, there must be a highly complicated convergencefrom the local, direction-selective responses
of MT to the fully position invariant, motion-pattern-selective
cellsof MSTd. Although severalinterestingmodelsexist to show
how position invariance might be achieved (Poggio et al.,
199la,b; Sereno and Sereno, 1991; Lappe and Rauschecker,
1993; Zhang et al., 1993) the present data say very little about
how this convergenceis achieved.
Spiral position invariance
It has been reported that someMSTd cells are more position
invariant than others. In particular, single-componentcells(responsiveto only one type of motion) are more position invari-
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ant, and multicomponent cells (responsive to two or three motion types) are less position invariant (Duffy and Wurtz, 199 1b).
Our own data showed the same trend.
In our model, we suggest that most cells prefer a single stimulus, but if the preferred stimulus is not included in the experiment, then several nonpreferred stimuli may appear to drive
the cell equally well, giving rise to the multicomponent response.
We hypothesized that multicomponent cells appear to be less
consistent only because they are being tested with nonpreferred
stimuli. Our finding that the flanks of the tuning curves in spiral
space are less position invariant than the center is consistent
with this interpretation. For instance, a double-component cell,
responding to rotation and to expansion, will show poor position
invariance when tested with rotation and expansion stimuli.
However, when it is tested with its most preferred stimulus, the
intermediate spiral motion, then its position invariance is quite
good.
Extent of receptive field in test of position invariance
Previous studies of MSTd have tested position invariance across
a large portion of the receptive field. In one study (Duffy and
Wurtz, 199 lb), a full 100” of visual angle was tested. Our own
tests covered a smaller extent. In our first test of position invariance, the stimuli were shifted across 20” of visual angle, and
in the test of spiral position invariance, the stimuli were shifted
across 2.5”. One reason for testing a smaller portion of the receptive field is that when stimuli are moved to distal locations,
they might fall partly outside the receptive field, or in a weakly
responding region at the edge. While testing for position invariance, we sometimes found that a cell responded poorly to one
stimulus location, and in each case we found that we had been
testing near the edge of the receptive field. In these cases we
moved the stimuli farther into the receptive field and recommenced the test, The most important issue, however, is whether
our results, gathered over 25” of visual angle, match the results
from previous experiments that have tested over greater extents
of the receptive field. Clearly the results match. We have found,
like previous researchers (Duffy and Wurtz, 1991b), that most
cells show a considerable degree of position invariance. Finally,
other data from our lab (Geesaman and Andersen, unpublished
observations) show that MSTd cells tuned to spiral motion remain tuned to the same spiral even when the stimulus centers
are moved by 40”.
Optical flow and navigation
When a monkey runs through the forest, he may determine his
direction of self-motion by analyzing the resulting optical flow.
This optical flow contains a mixture of expansion, produced by
the forward motion of the animal, and translation and rotation,
produced by eye and head movements. One method of solving
this problem of navigation is to decompose the flow field, extracting the expansion component and discarding the rest, and
to take the locus of expansion as the direction of self-motion
(Gibson, 1950; Longuet-Higgins and Prazdny, 1980; Regan and
Beverly, 1982). Human subjects can find the direction of selfmotion to a high degree of accuracy, even in cases complicated
by eye movements, indicating that they are successfully extracting the expansion component (Warren and Hannon, 1988).
Since there are cells in MSTd sensitive to expanding stimuli,
it has been suggested that MSTd contributes to visual navigation
(Saito et al., 1986; Roy and Wurtz, 1990). It is natural to ask,
as we did in our experiment, whether MSTd neurons might be
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extracting the expansion component in order to determine the
direction of heading. We tested this hypothesis by using expansion, contraction, and intermediate spiral stimuli. If MSTd neurons decompose optical flow into an expansion component and
a rotation component, then most neurons should be tuned either
to expansion or to rotation, but not to the intermediate spirals.
However, we found a continuous range of preferred directions,
including many cells that were tuned to the intermediate spirals.
Therefore, it does not appear that MSTd extracts the expansion
component from other components of optical flow. This question of component decomposition was addressed in a different
way by Orban et al. (1992) following our preliminary work on
spiral selectivity (Graziano et al., 1990). Orban et al. tested
expansion-tuned cells with two stimuli: one contained pure expansion, and the other contained the same amount of expansion
but had a rotational component added. Despite the fact that
both stimuli contained the same degree of expansion, the cells
responded negligibly to the spiral stimuli. That is, the cells did
not extract the amount of expansion present in the stimulus,
and this result is further support for the idea that area MST
neurons do not perform a decomposition. Another important
conclusion we can draw, in light of the Orban et al. experiment,
is that the spiral tuning we found is not a result of a linear
addition of expansion and rotation components. If such a linear
summation of components existed for MST neurons, then adding rotation to the expansion component should not have reduced the response to the expansion component.
A second difficulty with the navigation hypothesis is that cells
contributing to navigation should locate the center ofexpansion,
thereby indicating the animal’s direction of motion. The position-invariant responses described in the present article cannot
encode the center of expansion in any straightforward
way. It
is still possible that MSTd uses a coarse coding method, where
each cell is fairly position independent but taken together the
cells can pinpoint the center of expansion. However, any simple
formulation of the navigation hypothesis must be rejected.
A third difficulty with the navigation hypothesis is that flow
field cells should be primarily sensitive to stimuli that encompass a large portion of the visual field, while the present experiments demonstrate good responses to stimuli as small as 10
across. Tanaka and Saito (1989) reported that MSTd cells respond primarily to stimuli 40” or larger, but these experiments
were done in anesthetized monkeys, and the anesthetic may
have weakened the response until only very large and salient
stimuli could reliably drive the cells. Indeed, in our experiment,
the animal was seated in a lighted room, fixating an LED mounted in a stationary visual scene. Only the lo” stimulus moved.
This visual environment does not resemble the flow fields produced by the forward motion of the observer.
Perhaps one function of MSTd is to analyze the motion of
individual objects within the environment, an idea originally
put forth by Sakata et al. (1985, 1986). Any rigid textured object
that turns or moves in depth will produce expansion, rotation,
spiraling motion, or translation. A region of the brain designed
to analyze these types of motion would be useful in parsing the
visual world into separate objects and surfaces moving in complicated ways. For example, when a monkey turns an object in
his hand, the same types of motion are generated as drive cells
in MSTd. In a more general formulation, MSTd might process
all kinds of visual motion, regardless of whether the information
will be used for visual navigation or for analyzing the motion
of objects and surfaces. Our “motion pattern” hypothesis, then,
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states that MSTd neurons are selective for complex patterns of
motion per se, independently
of whether the motions are generated by self-motion
or object motion.

Analogy to IT
We suggest an analogy between MSTd and inferotemporal
(IT)
cortex. Both areas appear to code complex patterns, static properties of shape, texture, and color for IT (Gross et al., 1972;
Desimone et al., 1984), and kinetic properties for MSTd. Both
areas demonstrate
position invariance (for IT, Schwartz et al.,
1983; Desimone et al., 1984). Position invariance is useful for
object analysis, whether for object form or object motion, because an object can appear at many different retinal locations
but must maintain perceptual constancy. Both areas have large
bilateral receptive fields, and yet emphasize parafoveal retina.
Indeed, MSTd appears to contain primarily a central field representation (Desimone and Ungerleider,
1986). This emphasis
on central vision is probably also important for object analysis,
since the attended object would most likely be foveated. Finally,
IT does not use any obvious set of basis vectors to encode shape
(Albright et al., 1985), and instead appears to use a complicated
population
code in which cells are tuned to a wide range of
shapes. The present experiments
suggest that MSTd also does
not use basis vectors and, like IT, uses a population
code in
which cells are tuned to a wide range of motion stimuli.
It appears that V 1, MT, and MSTd are arranged in a motion
processing hierarchy (e.g., Maunsell and Newsome, 1987; Andersen, 1989; Boussaoud et al., 1990), where the responses in
MT, still relatively simple and local, are combined
into the
massively complex responses of MSTd. This motion pathway
may continue farther to area STP, where rotation- and expansion-selective
cells have also been found (Bruce et al., 198 1;
Hikosaka et al., 1988). Similarly, a simplified hierarchy of object
recognition
areas has been traced, from V 1, to V2, to V4, and
then to IT (e.g., Ungerleider
and Mishkin,
1982; Desimone et
al., 1985). Again, the relatively simple and local properties of
V4 cells are combined into the massively complex properties
of IT cells. This leap from V4 to IT has been difficult to explain.
If MSTd and IT share the same mechanisms,
then perhaps
studying MSTd will provide clues for comprehending
this transformation.
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